
 

READ AND DISCUSS:   

Psalm 35:13, Matthew 4:2, Deut: 9:9  

As mentioned earlier, fasting is frequently done as one prepares for a spiritual task, resetting 
our focus and reminding us that our “needs pale before God’s ability to meet those needs! 
While you may not fast for 40 days, Christ sets a high standard. He fasts then handles devilish  
temptations. I don’t know about you, but that sounds good having God in my corner for the 
price of a fast.   
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Conversation Starter: Fasting is usually paired with prayer; as you reset with God by 
fasting, you can focus your prayers on your needs with the powerful focus of God. 
Have you ever fasted?  How do you think fasting will bring you closer to god?

Application:  

The “homework” for this week will, of course, be a fast. While food fasts are probably most 
common, a fast could be centered on anything which your heart desires more than God. Give it 
a try and see how God responds to being, at least momentarily, elevated, in your garden of 
desires!


Teacher:  Donovan Christian 
This weeks’ Encounter sermon teaches us about fasting which 
is mentioned throughout the Bible. There are two 40 day fasts 
mentioned, both related to momentous events, the first as 
Moses prepared to receive the ten commandments, and the 
second as Christ prepared to meet and be tested by Satan. 
Was Christ weakened by fasting? This is debated by Christians 
but it is obvious  that Christ had a strength from God. So 
fasting is a manifestation of a reset with God. This, it can be for 
you! 
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